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Personal Statement  
I have worked in the content creation industry for over 5 years now, mainly creating 
commercials, adverts and corporate content along with helping out with some Drama’s, 
short films, events and game show series. Most of this time has been with my current job at 
a production company in Birmingham called Spark Media. With this I have accumulated 
skills and knowledge in all processes throughout every project from start to finish. Working 
with a wide array of gear including Sony, Arri, RED, Aputure and DJI for production along 
with the Adobe creative suite and Davinchi for post production. I have worked on content 
for Carlsberg, Diageo, Samurai Sports, BBC, Commonwealth Games, The Perfume Shop and 
much more. From the knowledge I have accumulated over the years this has allowed me to 
help clientele make sure their creative needs are met but also being able to show what 
logistically works the best with the time, resources and budget. This has allowed me to be 
able to make choices and suggestions to make sure that the project is run efficiently with 
transparency and a clear goal to work towards. Outside of work I still create my own edits of 
filming and photography for passion projects and I also work as a high level snowboard 
instructor in the domes in the UK and away in resorts.  
 
Own Equipment 

- Sony A7siii and Sony a7sii 
- Gopro 8 
- Canon 5d Mkiv 
- Wide array of lenses from primes to zooms and vintage glass 
- Gimbal and a steadicam rig 
- lighting such as 2kw tungsten arri light with RGB panel lights 
- tripods, sliders, DJI mic pack 

 
Work History 
Spark Media - Video Producer/Qualified Drone Pilot/Gaffer (June 2019-Jan 2024) 
 
3rd AC (daylies) - Peaky Blinders BBC drama (March 2021, 2 weeks) 
 
Big white Ski resort - Snowboard Instructor (2 weeks) 
Deux Alpes - Snowboard Instructor  (1 day) 
Tamworth Snowdome (August 2017 - Present) – Snowboard Instructor and DSUK Adaptive 
Snowboard Instructor 
 
Other interesting points 

- CO owner of the Snowboard Instructor podcast and a high level snowboard 
instructor and national judge 
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- Enjoy 35mm film photography 
 
Instagram - maxpower8916 


